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                    Abstract
The issues I explore in this paper are best introduced by the table with which it begins. The left-hand entry in each row gives expression to a kind objectivity; the right-hand entry affirms the existence of a special kind of object. When philosophers believe in any of the entities on the right, it is typically because they think them necessary to ground the facts on the left. By the same token, when philosophers deny any of the facts on the left, it is often because they cannot bring themselves to believe in the associated kind of object on the right. My project is to explore the extent to which it is possible to have the objectivity without the objects—for example, absolute motion without substantival space, objective predication without universals, objective synonymy without propositions, and objective modality without possible worlds. Each of these combinations would have been congenial to A.N. Prior.
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                    Notes
	My title has been used (so far as I know) twice before: in Götterbarn (1974) for a phenomenalist interpretation of Kant’s transcendental object and in Hirsch (1999) 2011 for the very un-Priorian idea that ontological disputes are merely verbal.


	See Prior (2004) for an affirmation of absolute simultaneity in the face of relativity physics.


	“The programme of Platonism, which eliminates parts of speech by multiplying entities, can certainly be carried through, and so can any number of compromises between its most thoroughgoing form and the opposite position advocated here”—which, of course, is the elimination of entities by multiplying parts of speech (1971, p. 32).


	The arguments of Sider’s Chapt. 11 (on time) are not arguments for Sider over Prior; they are arguments against their common enemy who says that ontological disputes in the philosophy of time are merely verbal.


	Incidentally, this maneuver requires not just the ontology of Neverland, but a piece of ideology of its own: ‘it is the case in __ that ...’.


	Prior often speaks of modal operators as adverbs. Would he regard ‘redly’ as a sentential operator, prefixable to ‘S senses’? I don’t know, but whether ‘redly’ is a sentential operator or not, it illustrates the idea of expanding ideology to reduce ontology.


	“That the houses and roses and sunsets are all of them red may be taken as ultimate and irreducible,” involving no entity under the name of ‘redness’ (Quine 1953, p. 10).


	For three more reasons, see Van Cleve (1994).


	Here is more support for Self-Predication: Believers in universals believe (on phenomenological and not theoretical grounds) that Red is more like Orange than it is like Blue. Why should that be true unless Red is red, Orange orange, and Blue blue?


	Prior believed there is an asymmetric (and therefore irreflexive) ‘p because q’ relation, which may hold even between necessarily equivalent propositions. He cites with approval the passage in Chapt. 12 of the Categories where Aristotle says it is true that a man exists because a man exists, not conversely. Prior calls what is expressed by this ‘because’ “one-sided determination” (1955, pp. 288–90). (Thanks to John Fox for this reference.)


	See Sharvy for further details. If it is permissible to apply the One over Many principle to absolutely all the things that are F, we can generate not only infinite regress but outright contradiction. It is an exegetical challenge in reconstructing the Third Man Argument to find premises that generate an infinite regress without making the theory of Forms contradictory.


	
                              Fundamentally does not imply essentially. The shape of an object could be fundamental (nonderivative), yet accidental.


	Prior notes that there are two senses in which expressions can stand for things. The individual variable ‘x’ stands for ‘Peter’ in the sense that it keeps a place for ‘Peter’, which in turn stands for a person in the sense that it refers to that person. The predicate variable ‘\(\upvarphi \)’ stands for a verb in the first sense, but verbs do not stand for anything at all in the second sense (1971, p. 35).


	The argument is phrased thus by Rayo and Yablo; the materials for it are all in Prior (1971, Chapt. 3).


	I gave an argument like this in Van Cleve (1994), not then knowing of Prior’s priority in (1971, p. 43).


	I omit three restrictions on existential elimination, as well as the form of existential introduction that applies to premises containing variables.


	A note of caution is required in view of Prior (1960), in which Prior introduces the contradiction-engendering connective ‘tonk’. His stated purpose is to cast doubt on the doctrine that “there are inferences whose validity arises solely from the meanings of certain expressions occurring in them.” But could a further moral be that we do not understand a symbol just in virtue of knowing introduction and elimination rules for it?


	See Prior (1960) 2003. He adds a twist of his own—that this possibililty concerning Caesar and Antony is a possibility only after both of them exist.


	Prior himself is keenly aware in some places that there cannot be literal identity with entities introduced only by contextual definition. If classes are introduced only by such formulae as ‘x is a member of the class of \(\upvarphi \)-ers iff x \(\upvarphi \hbox {s}\)’, then the “identity” of the class of \(\upvarphi \)-ers with the class of \(\uppsi \)-ers cannot be the same strict sort of identity that is predicable of individuals ([1968] 1976, p. 191).


	I have said nothing here about the mathematics row of the opening table. I think Prior might have found congenial the reduction of mathematical truth to modal truth, as sketched in Putnam (1967) and elaborated in Burgess and Rosen (1997).
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